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Sprint flex lease reddit

Today I discovered that Sprint's new Flex Plan program (the recently implemented replacement for the previous iPhone forever and Android forever designs) is deliberately orchestrated so that you won't end up owning your device even after 18 months of paying to lease. Unlike any other major carrier that applies your
monthly rental charges to eventually own the device, Sprint requires you to choose orally in this option or else the device will belong to them forever. If I hadn't discovered this by mistake, I would gladly charge you the $20-30/mo lease fee FOREVER. They may end up charging you x2 or x3 or more than the original cost
of the device, and at the end of it all that will still not belong to you. I've paid twice the value of this iPhone 6s and I still have to pay $174 to them to officially own the device. This is a completely scandalous and absolutely ruthless treatment of customers. I'm a corporate employee, and even I got caught up in this
madness. I'm sure of how it can be legal at all, and keep them in store systems by failing to process this change, leading me to believe that they never intended for anyone to own their own device at a fair cost of buying in the first place. Very disturbed. Page 2 36 comments Page 2 32 comments I know there is a sidebar,
but I'm still confused. For example, the current promo with the iPhone X is $5 a month. Does this just mean at the end of the lease you have to pay more to actually own the phone, since you pay less? Or are you paying exactly what could be considered fair market value? If so, how is FMV fixed and there anyway can I
know what it would be now without going into a sprint shop? I cant determine whether this is a good deal or not. Page 2 11 comments Ok, just changed to Sprint. I got the deal to trade in an iPhone 7 to get an iPhone X for $0/month (after credits of $37.50). Here are my questions if everyone would be so polite as to
answer them: I've heard that you can upgrade after 12 months and/or 18 months. Which one is it, or both? If it's both, is there a difference between upgrading in 12 months or 18 months? I was told that after 18 months, if I choose to own the phone, I just need to contact Sprint (or Sprint wil contact me first), and tell them
that I want to own the phone, and then I will continue with the credits for the last six months until we have essentialy delivered the whole phone to me after two years. Is that true? If I do not choose to own the phone, and decide to the last iPhone after 18 months, should then really start paying the rental price (which we'll
assume is about $43/month like this year's iPhone XS)? In other words, the credits stop after trading on this iPhone X and upgrade, and what should they pay if they do? Kind of not related to the rest of the questions, but I believe my Sprint me The plan has it where the data and mobile hotspot are gathered. I thought the
Sprint guy told us it was going to be separate (2 GB of high speed data per line, not 10 GB of high-speed data on all five lines). Is there any way I can make it special without changing the amount I pay? Thank you so much for your help.P.S. For those of you wondering why I'm asking Reddit instead of Sprint Forum or
Sprint Rep, I just like Reddit better. Page 2 19 reviews Ok so I'm looking for peoples experience with sprint 18 months flex hire from the last two years. Has your service been paid after 12 months? and made a nail for hidden fees, like the tenants fee. Also, if you left sprinting after for any reason have you kept your
number? Would you recommend someone to go with the flex lease or wouldn't you recommend it? Also, my dad is worried because he doesn't want to get stuck in a bad plan and their help department says: If you cancel the service during the duration of your lease, should: Pay any remaining lease payments, and either
return the phone to us, or buy the phone by paying the purchase option price, and worry that I will nail for the remaining service payments during this period 18 mo. Page 2 18 months my lease expired and I chose the option to redeem the phone and pay in six installments and remember receiving confirmation/paperwork
that I was buying the phone. The first such payment comes on June 15. In my account, the equipment charge is referred to as: Apple iPhone 8 Plus 64GB Forever Lease Charge COS-L-7989xxxX - $33.34The email I received, the monthly charge for owning the phone over six installments was $33.31. The fact that the
two prices are different got me worried and I was a little worried about the verbiage in my account, so I called Sprint Customer Care and they said I was actually just continuing a month-to-month lease and not really paying off a start on phone ownership. I was obviously upset, and they offered a $233 credit to my
account to help offset the cost towards a new phone, but I haven't accepted it yet. I called again and after hours of customer service abroad, I was finally connected to someone in the states and they said that (without looking at my account) I would be charged monthly until the authority paid off... but that technically I'm
still under a lease. So from the same company I hear two things. Is anyone else in this predicament? What's going on here? Is the phone mine after six months? Also, I've seen devices that are out for $100 at various SD locations during previous Sprint deals how these things work. I don't want to break the lease or
anything. But I'm just trying to figure out how things work to get new devices. Second, I can get frequent promos for flex rental offers for existing customers when a new phone is out. How things things if I have to keep upgrading my phone every year for non-iphone offers. The questions may be silly, but politely excuse
I'm new to Sprint. Any information will be useful. Thanks in advance. Page 2Posted from1 year ago 14 comments Well I just want out of my flex lease as some things popped up in my life and I have to scale back on a few things. I can get the service cheaper with another company so sprinting is about cutting blocks for
me. I have about 7 months left on the lease, so to break the lease all I have to do is pay the remaining monthly payments? Also, what happens if I don't want the phone you still have to pay the purchase option? Page 2 16 comments I'm not sure who needs to hear this, but I thought I'd post it here. I also don't think this
applies to people who use Verizon or AT&amp;T, but I didn't see anything definitive in it. Sprint's Flex Lease Program is designed so you can get a phone through them for 18-months, and upgrade to the newest/most recent model for another 18-months. After 18 months, they allow you to pay your phone either over the
next 6 months in monthly installments or in a one-time payment. I am currently in month 23 of 24 (I got my phone in February '18). After 18 months, I called Sprint and talked about my options for upgrading, but eventually decided to pay off and keep the phone. I also asked people in the store TWO TIMES (while I was
thinking about the Samsung Galaxy S10) if I can just keep paying on the phone and it will be paid off. They've confirmed that you can do it both times. I called Sprint today to pay the last installment $41.67 when my representative told me that the phone payment is $249 and the change. I kind of blew up a flange. I told
them I called 5 months ago to make it clear that I wanted to pay the phone off, and spoke to the store representatives TWO TIMES who confirmed I just had to keep paying it. The lady on the phone confirmed my phone call from August was listed as 'disconnected', so the lease was never cancelled by Sprint. The lady
also told me that the five previous payments of $41.67 were part of an extended lease, and therefore not counted on paying down the phone to own it. In theory, if I hadn't said anything about it for the next 5 years, I would have had to make 60 payments of $41.67, which is good overall for almost 3 more iPhone X at
current value. After getting crazy, he offered me two months of phone payment credit 41.67 x 2-mo) if I agreed to pay off the phone that day. I told her that I'm no longer going to pay another dime on the phone, and being a Sprint customer since 2005 I'd swap my phone for one I wouldn't have to pay anything. Briefly,
after making it clear that you would not be paying another penny after misinformation three times, they counted the five months of payment toward paying the phone. If you're hiring through Sprint, make sure you call get verification that your lease has been cancelled after the first 18 months, and your future phone
payments go towards paying the phone! Don't let them rip you off by not telling you your lease is up and your payments are now going towards an 'extended lease'. TL;DR – Obviously it doesn't make it clear enough to the people at Sprint (all 3 times) who wanted the last 6 months of my payments to go towards paying
off my phone. It was listed as an extended lease after the first 18 months, so the last 5 payments I made were not counted on to pay off the phone. Fortunately, I got the issue resolved, but I can only imagine how many others screwed out of it. Page 2 5 comments comments
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